March 16, 2018

SAFETY NOTICE

VOLUNTARY PRODUCT RECALL OF CERTAIN LOTS OF FIBRE METAL E2 CAP AND NORTH PEAK A79 HARD HATS

Dear Valued Customer,

**Reason for Recall:** Honeywell has determined that certain of its hard hats may not perform to marked specifications. Honeywell is conducting a voluntary recall of certain affected hardhats which is limited to the part and specific lot numbers listed below.

**Risk to Health:** Although Honeywell has not received and is not aware of any reported concern regarding these hard hats, there is a potential risk that the listed hard hats will not provide the level of protection for which they were designed and certified for in case of impact.

**Products on Recall:**
- E2 - product lots shipped from Honeywell’s distribution center May 2016 and between December 2017 and January 2018.
- A79 - product lots from mold #4 shipped from Honeywell’s distribution center between April 2016 and January 2018.

**Instructions to Customers:**
Please take the following actions to help us remove these items from use:

1.) Identify if your hard hat is one of the affected products (see attachments)
2.) Return the affected product back your distributor. Your distributor will provide you with a credit.
3.) If you have less 20 affect hard hats or are unable to provide your distributor with proof of purchase, you may choose to use the self-service website.
   https://form.jotform.com/e429580/honeywellhardhatregistration
4.) On the website, you will be instructed on how to dispose of your product and will be given a voucher in an amount that represents our manufacturer suggested list price once you confirm that you have properly destroyed and disposed of any affected product. You may then use that voucher for purchase of Honeywell Personal Protective Equipment (Fibre Metal, North, Honeywell, Howard Leight and Uvex) at participating distributors.

Thank you for your urgent attention to this quality alert.

Sincerely,

Tim Wolski
Product Marketing Manager
Honeywell Safety Products
HOW TO IDENTIFY AFFECTED HARD HATS

AFFECTED LOT NUMBERS:

1. E2 List
2. A79 List

LOCATING LOT NUMBERS - the below images highlight the most common locations for lot number location. Actual location may vary.

Only certain lot numbers as described here are being recalled. The affected lots of Fibre Metal E2 Cap were shipped from our distribution center from May 2016 and between December 2017 to January 2018. The lots of North Peak A79 were from mold #4 and shipped from our distribution center from April 2016 through January 2018.

There are two ways to identify affected product. 1.) if the carton is available, compare lot number on the label on the carton to the list provided on the attached.

2.) If the hard hats have already been removed from the case, the Lot Number will no longer be identifiable. In that case, look for the manufacturer’s date on the underside of the brim.
   a. The lots in question for Fibre Metal E2 Cap were produced in May 2016 and between December 2017 and January 2018, therefore, if the Lot Number is not available, return Fibre Metal E2 Caps with a manufacturer’s date of either
b. The lots in question for North Peak A79 were produced from one of our molds (mold #4) from the period April 2016 through January 2018. Therefore, if the Lot Number is not available, return North Peak A79 hard hats with a manufacturer’s date between April 2016 and January 2018 and have the mold identification number of “4”.